We present a study of transverse loop oscillations in a large coronal loop arcade, using observations from the Transition Region And Coronal Explorer (TRACE) and Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT). For the first time we reveal the presence of long-period transverse oscillations with periods between 24 minutes and 3 hours. One loop bundle, 690 Mm long and with an oscillation period of 40 min., is analysed in detail and its oscillation characteristics are determined in an automated manner. The oscillation quality factor is similar to what has been found earlier for oscillations in much shorter loops. This indicates that the damping mechanism of transverse loop oscillations is independent of loop length or period. The displacement profile along the whole length of the oscillating loop is determined for the first time and consistently between TRACE and EIT. By comparing the observed profile with models of the three-dimensional geometry of the equilibrium and perturbed loop, we test the effect of longitudinal structuring (spatial seismology) and find that the observations cannot unambigiously distinguish between structuring and non-planarity of the equilibrium loop. Associated intensity variations with a similar periodicity are explained in terms of variations in the line of sight column depth. Also, we report intensity oscillations at the loop foot point, which are in anti-phase with respect to the intensity oscillations in the loop body. Lastly, this observation offers the first opportunity to use the transverse oscillations of the arcade to model the Alfvén speed profile in the global corona.
observations using the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) ), Hinode (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2008a ) and from ground-based observatories exist as well (Hori et al. 2005; Tomczyk et al. 2007 ). Transverse loop oscillations are standing modes that manifest themselves by periodic displacements of the loop axis. They have been interpreted as a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) kink mode (Aschwanden et al. 1999b; Nakariakov et al. 1999 ). This mode is quasi-incompressible and represents the equivalent of the shear Alfvén wave for a structured plasma (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2008b; Goossens et al. 2009 ). The typically observed period of transverse loop oscillations is 5 minutes. There are only a few cases where periods about and above 10 minutes have been reported, which may be associated with such oscillations in loops Foullon et al. 2005; Hori et al. 2005; Verwichte et al. 2009 ). Because of the restricted field of view of the TRACE instrument, there is an instrumental bias against detecting long-period transverse loop oscillations. Therefore, larger loops, which potentially support long-period oscillations, are not fully observed by TRACE. On the other hand, instruments with larger fields of view, such as the Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on board SoHO and the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI) on board STEREO, have worse spatial resolution than TRACE and can only detect the largest loop displacements. Transverse loop oscillations damp quickly within several oscillation periods, for which various theories have been developed, i.e. resonant mode conversion (e.g. Ruderman & Roberts 2002; Arregui et al. 2008) , wave leakage (Brady & Arber 2005; Mikhalyaev & Solov'ev 2005; Brady et al. 2006; Verwichte et al. 2006b; Terradas et al. 2006) , loop cooling (Morton & Erdélyi 2009 ) and phase mixing (Ofman & Aschwanden 2002; Luna et al. 2008 ).
The report of multiple simultaneous oscillation harmonics within the same loop (Verwichte et al. 2004) has triggered much theoretical work on the effect of longitudinal structuring, i.e. density stratification and magnetic field expansion. An extensive review on the topic can be found in Andries et al. (2010) . Firstly, the relation between the oscillation periods of harmonics has been exploited (Andries et al. 2005) . Unfortunately, there exist only few observational examples (Verwichte et al. 2004; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2007; De Moortel & Brady 2007; ) with multiple modes simultaneously detected. Secondly, in a method dubbed 'spatial seismology', the theory of the modification of the spatial structure of the oscillation eigenfunctions due to longitudinal structuring has been investigated (e.g. Verth & Erdélyi 2008; Andries et al. 2009 ). However, the application of this method to observations may be challenging due to the difficulties in obtaining accurately the loop geometry, projected displacement profile and mode polarisation. Thus far, only one study exists of a transverse loop oscillation observed with STEREO for which the three-dimensional structure and polarisation has been obtained ). Unfortunately, in that case it was difficult to measure the projected displacement profile along the whole loop due to line-of-sight confusion. Here, we shall study in detail an observation of a long-period, large amplitude transverse oscillation in a large-scale coronal loop arcade. This event provides a unique opportunity to characterise the oscillation displacement profile and explore the applicability of spatial seismology.
The basic theory of transverse loop oscillations in terms of kink modes predicts no significant density variations because of the near-incompressibility of the mode. However, there are several mechanisms through which intensity variations may be associated with transverse loop oscillations. Firstly, the dis-placements of the loop may lead to variations in the line-of-sight column depth. Hence, even though the density remains constant, the integrated intensity varies with time (Cooper et al. 2003) . Verwichte et al. (2009) showed that this effect is responsible for the observed intensity variations in an oscillation seen by STEREO. Katsiyannis et al. (2003) and O'Shea et al. (2007) have also interpreted, using this mechanism, observed intensity oscillations as transverse waves. However, in those studies, conclusive measurements of the transverse displacement oscillation of the loop were not available. In a second mechanism, according to an extension of the basic model to include curvature, density variations are expected for the vertically polarised mode as the loop length or cross-section varies (Verwichte et al. 2006a ). This effect was reported by Wang & Solanki (2004) using TRACE observations. A third mechanism is nonlinear coupling through the ponderomotive force of the kink mode to a slow magnetoacoustic mode (e.g. Verwichte et al. 1999 ). Terradas & Ofman (2004) studied intensity variations of transverse loop oscillations arising from the ponderomotive force. Such variations manifest themselves on a slower acoustic time scale than the observed transverse oscillations. Alternatively, a transverse loop oscillation may be interpreted as arising from the nonlinear centrifugal force associated with a slow magnetoacoustic mode. The loop intensity would then oscillate at an acoustic time scale with a period double that of the loop displacement.
Section 2 introduces the TRACE and EIT observations and the oscillating loop event. In Sect. 3 the transverse loop oscillations are examined in detail and the oscillation parameters are determined. In Sect. 4 the spatial displacement profile of one particular loop is studied. In Sect. 5 the intensity variations associated with the transverse loop oscillation are presented. In Sect. 6 the implications of this study to the measurement of the Alfvén speed profile in the global corona are discussed. Finally, in Sect. 7, the main findings are sumarised and discussed.
Observations
We study the active region NOAA 09608 on September 15, 2001 between 09:00 and 17:00 UT using the EIT (Delaboudinière et al. 1995) and TRACE instruments (Handy et al. 1999) . EIT full disk images are taken every 12 minutes as part of the synoptic CME watch program, in the 195Å bandpass, which is sensitive to 1.6 MK plasma. The EIT CCD image pixel size is 2.59". Figure 1 shows the South West quadrant of an EIT image, where the active region is located with a large loop arcade visible above the limb (see also Fig.  2 ). During this period, TRACE took images of the north-part of the active region approximately every 35 seconds in the 171Å bandpass, which is sensitive to coronal plasmas with temperatures around 1 MK. The TRACE CCD image pixel size is 0.5". Figure 1 shows the Southmost part of the TRACE field of view that has been used in this study.
Around 11:04 UT, an M1.5 GOES level flare and associated CME occurs in the active region. In the EIT images, the eruption seems to push downwards the lower part of the arcade (roughly 0.5 solar radii above the surface), whilst pushing the higher part upwards. Following the impulse, the arcade loops are seen over a time range of an hour to oscillate transversely with periods in the range of 20-60 minutes. Figure 2 shows a sequence of EIT difference images in which the whole loop arcade is seen to oscillate. However, the oscillations are not resolved well in time. TRACE observed only the northern leg of the loop arcade. Because the displacement amplitude is so large, it is still possible to resolve the displacement oscillation far from the loop top. In principle, information of the mode polarisation can be obtained from the difference images (Wang et al. 2008) . However, in this instance, this is difficult because the scene is confused by the oscillation of multiple nearby loops with different periods. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, the observation is consistent with a horizontally polarised mode, which would be excited by the CME erupting from the heart of the active region pushing the loop arcades sideways. Such long periods in transverse loop oscillations have not been reported before. The transverse displacements in the plane of the sky are in the order of tens of megameters. Therefore, exceptionally, EIT can detect these oscillations. The paths of four loops are indicated in Fig. 1 . Within the TRACE field of view, the leg of a loop bundle that is part of the arcade corresponds to loop no. 2. We shall examine the oscillations of this bundle in detail.
The three-dimensional geometry of the loop bundle 2 is modelled by adding to the plane of sky projected loop path a depth coordinate that ensures that the whole loop lies within a plane. Because the loop is observed from one view point only, the inclination of that plane with respect to the photospheric normal is a free parameter. The details of the method are outlined in the Appendix. Similarly to Aschwanden (2010) , we choose the inclination that minimises variations of the loop curvature. Thus a loop is found with a length of 690 Mm, height above the surface of 190 Mm and inclination from the surface normal of 43 • Southwards. The loop foot points are separated by 22 • (271 Mm). The photospheric normal at the centre the loop base line makes an angle with the line of sight of 60 • . The loop plane makes an angle of -13 • with respect to the plane of the sky. Within the loop plane, the loop shape can be approximated by a circle with a radius of 161 Mm and the origin at a distance of 75 Mm above the photospheric point halfway between the two foot points. From the TRACE observation (Fig. 1) , the square root of the intensity is measured along the loop bundle and has a best fit with a damped exponential with a scale height of 85 Mm. The loop covers two density scale heights.
In order to verify this specific loop geometry, we employ the method of dynamic stereoscopy (Aschwanden et al. 1999a) , which makes use of solar rotation to create two view points of the same loop from images taken at two different times. We have rotated the 3d loop to an earlier date (one day before) and compared with an EIT image of that date. Because of diffuseness of the loop arcade in the EIT image, it is not possible to apply this method rigorously because of the difficulty of clear identification of the same loop at both dates. Nonetheless, it shows that our choice of loop geometry is reasonable within a plausible range from 30 to 60 • South. In this range, the loop length would vary between 678 and 751 Mm. This uncertainty would introduce an error on the loop length of only 9%.
A 2d data cut is interpolated from the TRACE data set along the path of the loop bundle with a width of 100" or 73 Mm (see Figs. 1 and 3) . The geometrical loop model is used to ensure the path follows the loop bundle as it moves due to solar rotation. Also, the model provides a coordinate s from the foot point along the loop, which reaches a distance of approximately 199 Mm in the TRACE field of view, which is 29% of the loop length. Figure 3 shows time-space plots from the loop data at various distances along the loop bundle. The transverse loop oscillation is visible between 11:00 and 14:00 UT as a sequence of 2-3 transverse displacements of the loop axis. The oscillation starts with a (projected) downward displacement of the loop. Also, the increase of the displacement amplitude as a function of loop distance s is apparent.
Analysis of the oscillation
The relevant parameters describing the transverse loop oscillation are determined automatically from the TRACE data in the following manner. Figure 4 shows an example of the automated procedure. At each value of s, we have a transverse profile of intensity, I s (x, t), as a function of the transverse coordinate and time. The intensity profile I s (x) at time t is correlated with the intensity profile I s (x, t 0 ) at reference time t 0 = 11:16:59 UT for a lag in x that maximises the correlation. In this fashion, an approximate transverse location of the loop axis as a function of time is determined. This is used as the initial guess for a fit of the intensity profile I s (x) with a gaussian profile on top of a quadratic background. The location of the maximum of the fitted gaussian is taken as the location of the loop axis. Between times t 0 and t 1 = 14:30 UT, a quadratic trend is fitted to the location time series. The time series that emerges from subtracting this trend from the loop location is the loop displacement time series, ξ(t). This transverse displacement represents the projected displacement of the loop axis in the plane of the sky in the direction perpendicular to the unperturbed loop axis.
This time series is fitted within the time interval [t 0 ,t 1 ] by a damped oscillation of the form ξ(t) = ξ 0 exp(−(t − t 0 )/τ) cos(2π(t − t 0 )/P + φ) where the fitting parameters ξ 0 , P, τ and φ are the displacement amplitude, oscillation period, e-folding damping time and phase, respectively. As error on the displacement time series, a constant value of ten TRACE pixels has been assumed. In this manner, the oscillation parameters are determined reliably at 282 out of 317 locations in s between 74 and 193 Mm. The small subset of 35 locations where the fit failed has been ignored rather than re-examined in more detail. The time series show no evidence of the presence of multiple oscillation periods due to higher harmonics. Figure 5 shows the displacement time series, ξ(t), at all used values of s. It shows a spatially coherent consistent oscillatory pattern across all values of s. The amplitude of the oscillation can be seen to steadily increase with s. After dividing each time series by the amplitude ξ 0 , which increases from 2 to 10 Mm over the interval, we can combine all time series and find an average time series < ξ/ξ 0 >, which shows the oscillation clearly. Figure 6 shows the oscillation parameters as a function of distance, s, along the loop bundle. P and τ do not vary greatly along the loop. We can calculate the error on P and τ averaged over the interval in two manners. Firstly, following Verwichte et al. (2004) we take the standard deviation of this spread as a measure of the error on the parameter. Thus, we find P = 2420±40 s and τ = 3660±300 s. This corresponds to a period and damping time of 40.3±0.7 min and 61±5 min, respectively. Secondly, we can improve the error on those parameters by considering the measurements at each s to be independent samples of the one true value and calculate the error as σ 2 = ( s 1/σ 2 s ) −1 , where σ s is the error at each s ). Thus, we find P = 2418±5 s and τ = 3660±80 s. This corresponds to P = 40.3±0.8 min and τ = 61±1 min. This is the first time a transverse loop oscillation with an oscillation period over 20 minutes has been reported. We can describe the phase with a linear fit of the form φ(s) = 53.4 • -0.21×(s-80) • . Over the interval, the phase has an average of 42 • .
The oscillation quality factor is τ/P = 1.48±0.03, where we have used the second error estimation. Furthermore, the oscillation phase speed is V ph = 2L/P = 580±50 kms −1 . For the fundamental kink mode in a thin loop and in the zero plasma-β limit, V ph is equal to the kink speed, C K , which is given by C 2 K = 2V 2 A /(1+ρ 0e /ρ 0i ) (Edwin & Roberts 1983) . Here, V A is the loop Alfvén speed and ρ 0e /ρ 0i is the loop density contrast, calculated as the ratio of the external and internal mass densities. From the kink speed a minimum average loop Alfvén speed can be derived under the assumption of large loop density contrast as (Nakariakov & Ofman 2001) . Thus, we find V A ≥ 410±40 kms −1 .
Besides the loop bundle that has been analysed in depth, there are other loops in the same arcade that show oscillations. However, these loops are not visible with TRACE. We make an estimate of the oscillation period in three further loops using EIT (shown in Fig. 1 ). Table 1 show the estimated oscillation periods and loop lengths, where we have assumed for simplicity that the loops have a similar inclination as the previously studied loop. Then the loop planes lie approximately in the plane of the sky and the projected loop length is close to the real length. We find oscillation periods as long as three hours. The phase speeds of loops 2,3 and 4 are similar, around 500 kms −1 (bearing in mind that the loop length estimates are approximate).
Spatial profile of the transverse oscillation
The projected transverse displacement amplitude, ξ 0 , measured by TRACE in the northern loop leg, increases with height and reaches 10 Mm. It is expected that this amplitude increases further towards the top of the loop bundle. Therefore, we use EIT to characterise the transverse displacement amplitude over the whole loop bundle. We measure the loop location at time 11:36:10 UT, near the time when the loop is displaced the most, and compare it with it's location at 11:12:10 UT when the loop is unperturbed. The two loop paths are shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 shows ξ 0 as a function of distance along the loop. The measurement from EIT is consistent with the more accurate TRACE measurements discussed in the previous section.
The curve is not expected to resemble a simple sinusoidal shape because of perspective effects, i.e. the loop plane does not lie in the plane of the sky. To model this profile, from the unperturbed loop geometry the perturbation for a horizontally polarised mode is constructed by inclining the loop plane by a constant angle ∆θ = -10 • . This is shown as the long-dashed curve in Fig. 8a . Overall, this matches the observation pretty well, which confirms that the mode is horizontally polarised. However, between s/L=0.05-0.35 the model overestimates the measured displacement. Can this be modelled more accurately?
Various studies show that longitudinal structuring leads the loop displacement profile to depart from a simple sinusoidal shape (e.g. Verth & Erdélyi 2008 ). In particular, Andries et al. (2009) showed that the displacement profile, besides the usual contribution of the form sin(πs/L), has contributions from higher odd sinusoidal harmonics. Therefore, the easiest manner in which to extend our displacement model is to include a third longitudinal harmonic of the form sin(3πs/L) with an amplitude f 3 relative to the fundamental mode, i.e.
The displacement amplitude ξ 0M is associated with an angle ∆θ = ξ 0M / max(h), where h(s) is the distance between an unperturbed loop location and it's foot point base line. The total angle at which the loop plane is inclined is the sum of the unperturbed loop inclination, θ 0 and the perturbation angle ξ 0 /h:
For a semi-circular loop with h(s)/ max(h) = sin(πs/L), and f 3 = 0, the simple case of a constant inclination of the loop plane is recovered, i.e. θ = θ 0 + ∆θ. However, for the general case of a non semi-circular loop, the perturbed loop will no longer be planar. Also, note that the case f 3 = 0 does not correspond to a constant inclination because the loop studied here is not semi-circular. Figure 8b shows the projected loop displacement based on Eq. (2)) for four values of f 3 . Indeed, by decreasing f 3 , the difference between model and observation in the interval s/L=0.05-0.35 is eliminated. Figure 7 shows the measure of agreement between the observed perturbed loop and the model as a function of f 3 and ∆θ. The best fit occurs for f 3 = -0.37 and ∆θ = -9.9
• . This corresponds to a maximum displacement of the loop top of ξ 0 = 41 Mm. The perturbed loop shape associated with these values is shown in Fig. 10 .
A remaining question for this model concerns the sensitivity of f 3 to the choice of unperturbed loop inclination θ 0 . At each value of θ 0 we find the optimal value of f 3 by varying ∆θ. Figure 9 shows the dependence of f 3 on θ 0 . For θ 0 > -43 • , the dependency is strong and quickly goes to values of | f 3 | larger than unity. This is unrealistic as it would imply, contrary to the observations, that the oscillation is predominantly a third longitudinal harmonic. For θ 0 < -43 • , the profile flattens with f 3 between -0.3 and -0.15. Of course, the more the loop is assumed to be inclined Southwards, the larger is the displacement needed to match the observations. For θ 0 = -60 • , unrealistically large values of ∆θ = -27 • and ξ 0 = 103 Mm are required and the loop would touch the solar surface.
It has to be born in mind that the unperturbed loop has been assumed to be planar. One possibility remains that the difference between model and observation is explained by perturbing a non-planar loop by a constant inclination angle, ∆θ. To explore the non-planar loop geometry we consider that the loop lies on the surface of a cylinder of radius ρ with the loop base line parallel to the cylinder axis; the location of the base line on the cylinder surface is determined by the equilibrium inclination θ0 (see Appendix). Thus, this model involves two free parameters, θ 0 and ρ. For simplicity we fix θ 0 to the previously found inclination. We allow ρ to vary. For ρ → ∞ a planar loop is recovered. Also, ρ cannot be arbitrarily small because the cylinder has to be large enough to cover the loop in the plane of the sky. Figure 8c shows the projected loop displacement with a constant perturbed inclination ∆θ for various values of ρ. This example illustrates that, in comparison with a planar loop perturbed with a constant inclination, it is possible to improve the match with the observation by making the loop non-planar. Therefore, the mismatch between model and observation does not need to be fully explained by a modified perturbation profile as Eq. (2). In conclusion, from the observation, details of the loop displacement profile can be deduced, provided assumptions about the loop geometry are made, i.e. inclination, non-planarity.
Intensity oscillations
Importantly, together with the transverse loop displacements, intensity variations are also seen. The time-space plots in Fig. 3 show intensity enhancements that coincide with projected downwards loop displacements. Figure 11 shows the relative intensity as a function of time and distance along the loop, averaged over the transverse coordinate. At distances above, say 70 Mm, the intensity enhancements are visible as an oscillatory pattern in relative intensity. The amplitude is of the order of 10% of the background intensity. This oscillation is characterised with a period P = 2670±150 s = 44.5±2.5 min and damping time τ = 3260±1400 s = 54.3±23.3 min. These values roughly correspond to those found for the transverse displacement oscillation. The phase of the oscillation (relative to t 0 ) is φ = 183±33 • . Figure 11 also shows an oscillatory pattern near the footpoints, which appear to be in anti-phase with respect to the oscillations in the loop leg. At 11:50 UT, there is also a hint of downwards propagation of the intensity phase at a speed of roughly 100 kms −1 . We investigate the footpoint intensity oscillation in more detail. Figure 12 shows the relative intensity as a function of time near the foot point (averaged over the interval between s=0 and s=22 Mm). The oscillatory pattern is visible with a period P = 2860±1000 s = 47.7±17 min and damping time τ = 5190±2150 s = 86.5±36 min that approximately match the characteristics found for the transverse displacement oscillation. The phase, φ = 19±20 • , is approximately in anti-phase with the intensity oscillation higher up in the loop. Furthermore, Fig. 2 seems to suggest that the intensities at the two footpoints are oscillating in anti-phase with respect to each other (comparing times 11:48, 12:00 and 12:12 UT).
Since the oscillation periods are similar, nonlinear mechanisms, such as the ponderomotive excitation of a second harmonic slow mode or the centrifugal generation of transverse motions from a slow mode, are excluded. In Verwichte et al. (2009) , intensity variations were found associated with a transverse loop oscillation and interpreted as variations in the line of sight column depth due to variations in the loop inclination. Figure 13 shows the principle in a simplified geometry where the line-of-sight is perpendicular to the photospheric normal and the loop base line. The intensity from a loop segment can be described as I = ǫ2a/ cos θ where ǫ is the emissivity, 2a is the loop width and θ the loop inclination with respect to the observer. This means that the loop intensity I increases as the loop inclines away from the normal, independently whether the inclination is towards or away from the observer. We can distinguish two cases. Firstly, if ∆θ > |θ 0 |, the loop will be inclined towards and away from the observer during its oscillation. The resulting oscillation in intensity may have double the period of the transverse motion. Secondly, if ∆θ < |θ 0 |, the loop will always be either inclined towards or away from the observer (as shown in Fig. 13 ). For this case the intensity oscillation will have the same period as the transverse motion. We estimate the amplitude of intensity variations as the difference between the perturbed loop inclined by a further ∆θ and the unperturbed loop, i.e. ∆I/I 0 = cos θ 0 / cos(θ 0 ± ∆θ). We have to take into account the angle between the photospheric normal of the loop base line and the line of sight. Thus, θ 0 = -13 • . With ∆θ = 10 • , we are in the second case. For these values we find relative amplitudes of 5%. This simple estimate is similar to the observed relative amplitude. Figure 14 shows the relative intensity amplitude taken from the TRACE observation as a function of loop distance. This is compared with theoretical relative intensities based on variations in the line of sight column depth, calculated by taking into account the full loop geometry. We examine two cases with fixed perturbation inclination ∆θ = -10 • and using Eq. (2) with f 3 = 0 and f 3 = -0.37. The found relative intensities are of the same order as the TRACE observation, and therefore the variations in column depth may indeed explain the observation. Intensity variations are more difficult to extract from the EIT data. Therefore, it is not possible to extract the relative intensity profile along the whole loop.
It is debatable whether the loop inclination changes near the foot point because of line-tying. However, if the foot point intensity oscillations are to explained by variations in line of sight column depth then the loop inclination needs to vary at the foot point. Possibly, for more complicated loop displacement profiles, the sign of the intensity variations may reverse, as suggested in Fig. 14 with the case f 3 = -0.37.
Coronal Alfvén speed profile
The Alfvén speed obtained from the loop bundle no. 2 is 410±40 kms −1 . This speed is the average Alfvén speed in the loop. It is about half the value of the typical speeds that have been deduced from previous studies for which the loop length is three times shorter. Since the magnetic field strength in a loop arcade is expected to decrease with loop length. It is conceivable that the Alfvén speed can be lower in a larger loop. However, it will also depend on the average loop density. We study the Alfvén speed across multiple loops in more detail.
The oscillations of a whole coronal arcade above an active region provide information of the Alfvén speed profile at different loops as a function of height in the global corona, which may be compared with magnetic field extrapolation models. With each oscillating loop we can associate an average value of the average Alfvén speed (in that loop) and a loop length and height, or range of heights, in the corona. For instance, we can compare the observed Alfvén speeds with a height model of the Alfvén speed that includes gravitational and magnetic stratification:
where B 0 and ρ 0 are the magnetic field strength and density at a reference height z 0 . The density profile is of the form
and the magnetic field strength is dipolar, i.e. B = B 0 (z/z 0 ) −3 . For a given loop model with z = (h + Rsinφ) cos θ and where φ is the loop angle, the Alfvén speed profile is calculated and averaged over the loop. Thus, we find an Alfvén speed profile as a function of loop length, as shown in Fig. 15 . The profile underestimates the measured Alfvén speeds at larger distances. However, the measurements of loops 3 and 4 have large uncertainties and the modelling of the Alfvén speed profile here is quite basic. Modelling of active regions using nonlinear extrapolation show that the resulting Alfvén speed profile can be flatter (e.g. Régnier et al. 2008) . The result presented here is a first preliminary attempt to show the potential of using measurements of Alfvén speeds from transverse loop oscillations to model the global Alfvén speed profile and more work needs to be done.
Conclusions
We report the first observation of long-period transverse oscillations in large loops with periods in the range of 24 to 180 mins. This demonstrates that the large-scale corona is oscillating in response to an eruption. The displacement amplitudes are of the order of 10 Mm. We have studied one loop bundle in detail and found an oscillation period and damping time of 40.3 min and 61±5 min, respectively. The quality factor τ/P = 1.48±0.03 is similar to what has been found for transverse loop oscillations with shorter periods of around 5 minutes and three times shorter loop lengths . This result strongly indicates that the mechanism responsible for the observed damping is independent of loop length and period. For instance, this lends support to a mechanism based on resonant mode conversion (Goossens et al. 2002) .
In addition, this study reveals the presence of an intensity oscillation associated with the transverse motions similar to those reported in Verwichte et al. (2009) . This oscillation has a similar period to the transverse oscillation. Modelling shows that the intensity oscillation is most likely due to variations in the line-of-sight column depth. Such intensity variations provide an interesting new diagnostic channel as they contain information about the three-dimensional loop orientation. However, it remains unclear why the foot points of the loops also show similar period intensity variations that are 180 • out of phase with respect to the intensity oscillations in the loop itself.
We have for the first time measured the transverse displacement profile along the full length of the loop. To model this as a horizontally polarised mode, a planar loop geometry with an inclination corresponding to a minimum in loop curvature variations is perturbed by inclining the loop plane by a constant angular amplitude. This can reproduce the observed projected displacement profile. Smaller deviations can be explained by modifying the perturbation to include a third spatial longitudinal harmonic with an amplitude of -0.37 relative to the fundamental mode. Such modifications are expected when taking into account longitudinal stratification in models of kink modes in large loops. Thus, the perturbed loop is no longer planar. The value of the third harmonic amplitude departs much more from zero than theory predicts ). However, in that study the theoretical values are determined under the assumption of small longitudinal structuring whilst here the loop radius is 2-3 times larger than the density scale height. Therefore, more elaborate (numerical) modelling (e.g. Verth et al. 2007 ) is required to describe the displacement profile in such circumstances. Also, the perturbation model used in terms of a constant inclination angular amplitude is simplistic and can be improved by using the kink eigenfunctions from curved loop models (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2004; Ruderman 2009; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2009b ).
We have shown that the deviations may also be explained by a constant angle inclination perturbation of a non-planar equilibrium loop. The lack of sufficient detailed information of the full three dimensional geometry makes ambiguous the direct modelling of the transverse displacement profile as a function of loop distance using spatial information from one kink harmonic. The method of using periods of multiple harmonics within the same loop seems superior in comparison to the technique of spatial seismology as it does not require at first order information of the 3d loop geometry. However, observations of events with multiple periods are rare. Therefore, for the reliable application of spatial information in seismology, instruments such as the EUVI pairs, in combination with TRACE or AIA, are essential to help constrain the 3d loop geometry.
Together with the study reported by Verwichte et al. (2009) 
A. Appendix
We detail the method of determining a three-dimensional loop geometry from a set of N image coordinates outlining the projected loop, i.e. (X i , Y i ). These coordinates are made relative to the solar disk centre and in units of solar radii:
We can define the following useful vectors. Firstly, the loop foot points define the vectors r I = (x I = x 1 , y I = y 1 , z I = (1 − x 2 1 − y 2 1 ) 1/2 ) and
The base line mid point is r m = (r I + r II )/2. We can define a local coordinate system with the origin at r m and unit vectors e b = (r II − r I )/|r II − r I |, e n = r m /r m and e t = e b × e n . A loop plane is defined by three points r I , r II and r III (x III , y III , z III ) = r m + e n + e t tan θ, where θ is the inclination of the plane with respect to the photospheric normal.
A loop point with depth coordinate z i lies within the plane if 
A simple model of a non-planar loop requires the loop points to lie on the surface of a cylinder whose axis is parallel to the loop base line. This model involves two free parameters: inclination θ and cylinder radius ρ. The latter parameter is a measure of the non-planarity of the loop. In the limit of ρ → ∞ a plane loop is recovered. The axis line is defined as r a = r o + λ e b where r o = r m + (cos θ e t − sin θ e n )ρ and λ is the line parameter. A loop point r i lies on the cylinder surface if |r i − r a | = ρ with λ = (r i − r o ).e b . Thus the condition becomes |r i − r o − (r i − r o ).e b e b | = ρ from which z i is eliminated in terms of a quadratic
The solution with the loop point closest to r m is
Because the cylinder has to be large enough to cover the loop point in the plane of the sky, there is a minimum value of ρ for which a solution can exist. It is given by Relative intensity fitted with a damped oscillator between times t 0 and t 1 , is shown as a dashed curve. 
